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Identification of a High Affinity
Divalent Cation Binding Site
near the Entrance of the NMDA Receptor Channel
Louis S. Premkumar and Anthony Auerbach Analyses of whole-cell current±voltage profiles show
Department of Biophysical Sciences that substitution of a Q at this site results in receptors
State University of New York at Buffalo with a higher affinity for Ca21 and a lower affinity for Mg21
Buffalo, New York 14214 (Burnashev et al., 1992b; Mori et al., 1992). Changes in
Ca21 and Mg21 block of single channel currents from
recombinant NR1-NR2A receptors with N-to-Q muta-
Summary tions at theQRN site have also been noted (Ruppersberg
et al., 1993). In cortical neurons, Mg21 binds to a site in
Single channel currents from recombinant N-methyl- the channel that is about one third through the electric
D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors having an N-to-Q muta- field of the membrane from the intracellular side (John-
tion in M2 reveal a divalent cation binding site that is son and Ascher, 1990). By examining the ability of differ-
near theentrance of thepore (z0.2 through theelectric ent-sized cations to permeate the pore, it has been esti-
field). Ca21 rapidly binds to this site and readily perme- mated that the cross-sectional area of the narrowest
ates the channel, while Mg21 binds more slowly and region of the pore is z23 AÊ 2 (Zarei and Dani, 1995; Vil-
does not permeate as readily. In wild-type receptors, laroel et al., 1995).
Mg21 also blocks the current by occupying a site that The approach we have taken to studying Ca21 selec-
is z0.6 through the field. When the more external site tivity in NMDA receptors is to determine the rate con-
is occupied by Ca21, the conductance of the pore to stants of Ca21 and Mg21 association to, dissociation
Na1 is reduced but not abolished, perhaps by an elec- from, and permeation through mutant and wild-type
trostatic blocking mechanism. The site serves to en- channels. To estimate these values, we analyze single-
rich the fraction of NMDA receptor current carried
channel current amplitudes as a function of the extracel-
by Ca21.
lular concentration of Ca21 or Mg21. In particular, mean
amplitudes, open channel noise spectra, and current±Introduction
voltage profiles each provide useful information on the
kinetics and position of Ca21 (or Mg21) occupancy withinInteractions of Ca21 and Mg21 with the N-methyl-D-
the pore. The results indicate that mutant receptors bindaspartate (NMDA) receptor channel are important deter-
Ca21 and Mg21 with a very high affinity, and that mainminants of the physiological function of these synaptic
and substates of the mutant pore are differentially sensi-receptors. Under physiological conditions, Ca21 consti-
tive to both ions. We conclude that in addition to thetutes z10% of the total current (Mayer and Westbrook,
well-known site of Mg21 blockade deep within the pore,1987; Jahr and Stevens, 1993; Schneggenberger et al.,
NMDA receptors have a divalent cation binding site that1993; Burnashev et al., 1995). The Ca21 that enters the
is near the external mouth of the pore. When Ca21 iscell through NMDA receptors acts as a second messen-
bound to this site, the Na1 conductance is reduced butger that can trigger long term potentiation (Bliss and
not abolished, perhaps by an electrostatic mechanism.Collingridge, 1993), cell-death (Choi and Rothman,
The external binding site is an important feature of Ca21-1990), and synaptic plasticity (Constantin-Paton, 1990;
selectivity in NMDA receptors, because it determinesreviewed by McBain and Mayer, 1994). Mg21 blocks
the fraction of the NMDA receptor current that is carriedopen NMDA receptors, and the relief of this block by
by Ca21.an appropriately-timed depolarization may allow recep-
tors to act as 'coincidence-detectors' (Nowak et al.,
1984; Ascher and Nowak, 1988; Johnson and Ascher, Results
1990). To understand further the molecular events that
allow Ca21 permeation and Mg21 block of the NMDA Nomenclature
receptor pore, we have examined the conductance Recombinant NMDAR were expressed in oocytes via
properties of single-channel currents from recombinant injection of mouse z1 and e2 subunit cRNAs, which cor-
receptors. respond to NR1-NR2B subunits of the rat. In the wild
Although the details of the molecular structures that type, there is an N at position 598 of z1 and at position
mediate Ca21 and Mg21 binding, permeation, and block 589 of e2. Because both subunits have an N at the QRN
are not known, some salient features of the NMDA pore site, we will refer to NMDA receptors constituted from
have been determined. Glutamine (Q), arginine (R), and wild-type subunits as N-N receptors. Receptors made
asparagine (N) residues at an homologous position (the
from subunits in which the N residues at the QRN sites
QRN site) in the M2 segment of NMDA (Burnashev et al.,
of both types of subunit were replaced by a Q will be
1992b; Mori et al., 1992) and other ionotropic glutamate
called Q-Q receptors.receptor subunits (Jonas and Burnashev, 1995; Sakur-
ada et al., 1993; Burnashev et al., 1992a; Verdoorn et al.,
Properties of N-N and Q-Q Receptors1991; Hume et al., 1991) have been shown to influence
in the Absence of Divalent Cationsdivalent cation selectivity. Wild-type NMDA receptors
First, we determined the conductance properties of N-Nsubunits have an N at the QRN site. Recombinant recep-
and Q-Q receptors in pure Na1 solutions. Figure 1Ators resemble native hippocampal NMDA receptors with
shows single-channel currents recorded from N-N re-regard to Ca21 permeability and Mg21 block (Jahr and
ceptors in the absence of divalent cations. At a mem-Stevens, 1993; Moriyoshi et al., 1991; Meguro et al.,
1992; Gibb and Colquhoun, 1992; Stern et al., 1992). brane potential of 280 mV, these receptors open to a
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Table 1. Conductance Parameters of N-N and Q-Q Receptors
in Pure Na1
g0 (pS) gmax (pS) Km (mM)
N-N Main 86 6 4 162 6 23 129 6 27
Q-Q Main 93 6 8 198 6 14 107 6 12
Q-Q Sub 62 6 6 132 6 22 120 6 30
g0 is the conductance in 0.1 M NaCl; gmax is the conductance in
saturatinglyhigh [Na1], and Km is the [Na1] at which the conductance
is half maximal (the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant). The
values 6 standard errors were obtained by fitting mean amplitudes
from at least three patches at each [Na1] (Equation 1).
To gain a minimum estimate of the affinity of the open
pore for Na1, conductances in the absence of Ca21 (g0)
were measured at different [Na1] (range: 20±200 mM),
and this relationship was fitted by:
g05gmax/(11Km/[Na1]) (1)
where Km is the apparent equilibrium dissociation con-
stant for Na1, and gmax is the limiting maximal conduc-
tance. The results are shown in Table 1. All three states
of the pore are highly permeable to, and have similar
affinities for, Na1.
Current Amplitudes of Q-Q and N-NFigure 1. Single Channel Currents Recorded in Ca21- and Mg21-
Free Extracellular Solution Receptors in the Presence of Ca21
(A) N-N receptor currents recorded in response to a 22 s pulse of In this section, we estimate equilibrium dissociation con-
50 mM NMDA110 mM glycine at a holding potential of -80 mV. The stants for Ca21 and Mg21 (in 100 mM Na1) to mutant
bottom traces are an expanded view of the area marked by the and wild-type channels. Figures 2A and 2B show the
asterisk (for display only, currents filtered at fc 5 2 kHz). effects of extracellular [Ca21] and [Mg21] on the conduc-(B) Q-Q receptor currents recorded in response to a 22 s pulse of
tance of main and sub levels of Q-Q receptors. For both50 mM NMDA 1 10 mM glycine at a holding potential of 280 mV.
main and sub levels, the conductance decreases mono-(C) Amplitude histogram constructed from a single 5 s segment of
N-N currents (analyzed at fc5 10 kHz). Solid lines are the model tonically with increasing concentrations of divalent cat-
predictions, estimated using hidden Markov model methods. N-N ion to reach a plateau level. Note that the variance of
receptors have a predominant open channel amplitude of 6.9 pA. the current for the Q-Q sub level is greatest at divalent
(D) Amplitude histogram constructed from a single 5s segment of
cation concentrations near themidpoint of the transitionQ-Q currents. Q-Q receptors have a main and a sub level (7.3 and
region between high to low conductance (Figure 2A,4.8 pA) that occur with equal probability.
inset). The decrease in the mean, and increase in the(E) Current±voltage relationship of N-N receptors. Points represent
the means of 2±4 experiments. In these examples, the fitted slope variance, of the open channel current suggests that Ca21
conductance was 87 pS. Global conductance estimate for the N-N transiently `blocks' the Q-Q NMDA receptor pore.
main level is given in Table 1. Figure 2C shows the conductance of N-N receptors
(F) Current±voltage relationship of Q-Q receptors (open symbols,
as a function of [Ca21]. As was the case with Q-Q recep-sub level; filled symbols, main level). The fitted slope conductances
tors, N-N receptor currents decrease in amplitude withwere 101 pS (main) and 72 pS (sub). The global conductance esti-
increasing [Ca21]. The reduction is biphasic, with pla-mates are given in Table 1.
teaus in the conductance apparent at both intermediate
(mM) and very high (mM) concentrations. The effects of
main current level that has a chord conductance of 86 Mg21 on N-N receptors will be considered in a later
pS and a reversal potential near 0 mV. Brief openings section.
to lower current levels were sometimes apparent, but These observations suggest a scheme in which Ca21
in pure Na1 solutions, sub level sojourns were rare and (or Mg21) binds to the pore and reduces the conduc-
short-lived, and could not be reliably measured. tance, and then either dissociates back to the extracellu-
Figure 1B shows single-channel currents from Q-Q lar solution or permeates through the channel:
receptors, in the absence of divalent cations. These
receptors open to both a main and a sub level that
are occupied with approximately equal probability. The
[Ca21] k1Ca KpCa
pore ,±±±±±±. pore-Ca21 ±±±±±±.
k2Ca
(Model 1)
current±voltage profiles for the Q-Q main and Q-Q sub
levels were linear between 2140 and 0 mV, and the
where k1Ca is the Ca21 association rate constant, k-Ca isreversal potentials were both close to 0 mV. The chord
conductances in symmetrical 100 mM Na1 were 93 and the Ca21 dissociation rate constant, and kpCa is the rate
constant for Ca21 permeation. According to this scheme,62 pS for the main and sub levels, respectively.
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Table 2. Conductances and Equilibrium Dissociation Constants
for Ca11 and Mg11 Interactions with N-N and Q-Q Receptors
g0 Dg gCa Km Ca21 Km, Mg21
Q-Q Sub 62 58 4.3 4.7 6 0.3 23 6 4.7
Q-Q Main 93 79 14 181 6 35 94 6 11
N-N Main, HA 86 18 68 1.2 6 0.6 Ð
N-N Main, LA 68 52 16 855 6 204 Ð
g0 is the conductance (in pS) before Ca21 has bound, Dg is the
change in conductance upon binding Ca21, and gCa is the residual
conductance after the site is fully occupied by Ca21 (see equation
3); equilibrium dissociation constants (Km) are in mM. HA refers to
the high affinity binding site, and LA refers to the low affinity binding
site. The error limits on the conductance gCa estimates were approxi-
mately 6 2 pS (4±7 experiments at each concentration).
Ca21 or Mg21, the I/V curves flattten between about 240
and 280 mV (because of occupancy by the divalent
cation), but become linear with further hyperpolarization
(because occupancy is reduced by increased perme-
ation of the divalent cation).
We use the following equation to describe the ob-
served conductance (g) with increasing concentrations
of Ca21:
g5Dg/(11[Ca21]/Km)1 gCa (3)
Figure 2. Effects of Extracellular Ca21 and Mg21 on the Amplitude
where gCa is the conductance at infinite [Ca21] andof Q-Q Receptors
(Dg1gCa) 5 g0, from Equation 1. This is just the standardAll currents were activated by 50 mM NMDA 1 10 mM glycine, 280
mV. All concentrations are as activities. formulation for channel block by Ca21, with the excep-
(A) Effects of [Ca21] on Q-Q receptors. Both the main and sublevel tion that Equation 3 allows some current to flow through
currents decreased monotonically with increasing [Ca21]. The 1000 the pore at infinitely high concentrations of the blocker.
mM example record was filtered at 1 kHz to show the difference
Thus, the conductance of the channel to Na1 is dividedbetween the sub level current and the baseline. The half maximal
into two components, one that is completely blockedconcentrations for the Q-Q sub level (open circles) is 4.7 mM,
by Ca21, and one that is not. A physical model that iswhereas that for the Q-Q main level (filled circles) is 181mM. Between
1 and 50 mM Ca21 (activity 5 26 mM) the Q-Q sub level amplitude consistent with Equation 3 is presented in the Dis-
was constant at z0.35 pA (zero current marked by the dashed line). cussion.
The inset shows the increase in excess variance (after the variance The results of fitting the Q-Q receptor current ampli-
of the baseline was subtracted) with increasing [Ca21] of the sub
tudes to Equation 3 are shown as the solid lines in Figurelevel (open circles; peak at z4 mM) and the main level (filled circles;
2A and are given in Table 2. The Q-Q sub level pore hasno clear peak).
(B) Effects of [Mg21] on Q-Q receptors. The amplitudes of the sub a high apparent affinity for Ca21 (Km 5 4.7 mM) and >
(open squares) and the main (filled squares) levels decrease with 90% of the current is blocked by Ca21 leaving a small,
apparent Kms of 23 mm and 94 mM, respectively. but measurable, plateau conductance (4.3 pS, or 0.34
(C) Effects of [Ca21] on N-N receptors. The decrease in current
pA at 280 mV). This plateau is clearly shown in Figureamplitude was biphasic with apparent Kms of 1.24 and 855 mM. The
6C. The Q-Q main level pore has a lower affinity for Ca21conductance dropped 18 pS (86 to 68 pS) upon binding one Ca21,
(Km 5 181 mM) and only z80% of the current is blockedand 52 pS (to 16 pS) upon binding a second. The symbols are
experimental values with error bars (3±7 experiments; in some by Ca21, leaving a substantial plateau conductance (14
cases, the errors bars are smaller than the symbol). In all graphs, pS, or 1.1 pA at 280 mV).
the solid lines are drawn according to the values given in Table 2. The N-N main level pore behavior is more complex
than that of the Q-Q pore because the titration of current
with [Ca21] is biphasic. We modified Equation 3 to ac-
commodate two binding events:the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant (Km) for
Ca21 is the ratio of the 'off' and 'on' rate constants.
g5DgHA/(11[Ca21]/KHA)1DgLA/(11[Ca21]/KLA)1gCa (4)
Km5(k-Ca1kpCa)/k1Ca (2)
where KHA and KLA are, respectively, theapparent equilib-
rium dissociation constants for the higher and lowerThe transitions between the vacant and Ca21-occupied
affinity sites, Dg,HA is the conductance that is completelypore are too brief to be resolved as a discrete intervals,
but instead are manifest as a decrease in the mean and blocked by binding to the high affinity site, and Dg,LA is
the conductance that is completely blocked by bindingan increase in the variance of the single-channel current
amplitude. Current±voltage (I/V) profiles for Q-Q recep- to the low affinity site.
The result of fitting Equation 4 to the N-N main leveltors in the absence and presence of divalent cations
(see Figure 5) support this model: in the presence of amplitude versus Ca21 profile is shown in Figure 2C and
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[Mg21] curve we estimate that at 280 mV the rate con-
stant for Mg21 association to the N-N main level is 1.6 x
107 M21s21.
To estimate the voltage dependence of Mg21 block,
we determined k1Mg at different membrane potentials
and fitted the results to the following equation:
kV1Mg5 k01Mg e (-zdV/kT)
where k01Mg is the blocking rate in the absence of a
membrane potential, d is the location of the energy bar-
rier for block as a fraction of the electric field of the
membrane, and z/kT 5 0.08. The results were that d 5
0.32 6 0.04 (39 mV/e-fold change). If we make the usual
assumption that the barrier is halfway between the ex-
tracellular solution and the Mg21 binding site, this site
would be 0.64 through the electric field. With no mem-
brane potential, we estimate that k01Mg 5 2.0 3 106
M21s21. The intrinsic closing rate constant, a, is 130 s21
at zero mV and increase 21 e-fold with a hyperpolariza-
tion of 54 mV.
Spectra of the Current Noise in Q-Q Receptors
To gain insight into the kinetics of Ca21 and Mg21 bindingFigure 3. Block of N-N Receptors by Mg21
to the Q-Q receptor pore we examined the properties(A) The inverse of the open channel lifetime (to) plotted as a function
of the excess current noise that was clearly apparentof the [Mg21] at different membrane potentials.The Mg21 association
for the Q-Q sub level in the presence of either ion. Therate constant (calculated from the slope of the line) increases with
hyperpolarization. noise variance versus [Ca21] profile was parabolic, peak-
(B) The Mg21 association rate constant versus the membrane poten- ing at z4 mM (Fig 2A, inset). In Ca21-free solutions there
tial. The 2100 mV value was calculated from the inverse of to at 6.7 was little or no excess open channel noise (Figure 4C).
mM Mg21. The rate constant increases e-fold with a hyperpolariza-
We assume that all of the excess noise in the presencetion of 39 mV, indicating that the site of block is 0.64 through the
of the divalent cations arises from frequent, unresolvedelectric field of the membrane.
transitions to a low current state (the ªpore-Ca21º state
of Model 1) when Ca21 or Mg21 occupies the channel.
Table 2. The Kms of the two binding events differ z700- Figure 4 summarizes the properties of the current
fold. The conductance is reduced by 18 pS after the noise in Q-Q receptors in thepresence of Ca21 and Mg21.
first Ca21 binds, and by an additional 52 pS after the The spectra of the excess main or sub level noise in the
second Ca21 binds. When two Ca21 are bound to the presence of Ca21 or Mg21 was fitted by a Lorentzian
N-N main receptor pore, there is a residual 16 pS con- function:
ductance (z19% of the Ca21-free conductance), re-
sulting in a plateau current of 1.3 pA at 280 mV. S(f)5S0/(11(f/c)2)
Mg21 Interactions with Q-Q and N-N Receptors where S0 is the zero frequency asymptote and fc is the
Analyses of the amplitudes of the Q-Q main and sub half-power frequency. From Model 1:
levels in the presence of Mg21 are shown in Figure 2B.
As was the case with Ca21, Mg21 reduces the current 2pfc5[Ca21]k1Ca1k2Ca1kpCa (6)
amplitude and increases the current noise, with an ap-
parent Km of 23 mM for the sub level, and 94 mM for the The divalent cation association rate constant (k1Ca or
main level (Table 2). Because the Kms for the sub and k1Mg) can thus be determined from the slope of the fc
main levels were not widely separated, we were unable versus concentration relationship, and the ratio of the
to determine the magnitude of the plateau current at slope to the ordinal intercept yields an estimate of Km
very high [Mg21]. (Equation 2).
With N-N receptors, Mg21 remains bound to the pore Figure 4D shows the spectrum of the excess noise in
sufficiently long so that binding events are resolved as the Q-Q sub level at 280 mV, in the presence of 4.8 mM
discrete gaps in the single channel current record Ca21. In four patches, under these conditions fc 5 9302
(Ascher and Nowak, 1988). Figure 3A shows that the 6 565Hz (mean 6 standard deviation) for the excess
lifetime of the open channel (to) decreases linearly with sub level noise. Figure 4E shows a similar analysis of
the [Mg21], according to the standard formula for open Q-Q receptors at 280 mV and exposed to 26 mM Mg21.
channel block: In four patches, fc 5 11,100 6 451 for the excess sub
level noise. With Ca21, we could not detect a rolloff in
to5(a1[Mg21]k1Mg)21 (5) the spectrum of the Q-Q main level excess noise. With
Mg21, the excess noise of the Q-Q main level appeared
where a is the intrinsic channel closing rate constant. to have an fc value that was near our resolution limit,
but could not be reliably estimated.From the slope of the open channel lifetime versus
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that Ca21 and Mg21 each remain bound for z35 ms. We
now turn to experiments that allow us to independently
estimate the dissociation and permeation rate constants
for the Q-Q sub level pore.
Analysis of I/V Curves of the Q-Q Sub Level
Dissociation to the extracellular solution, and perme-
ation through the channel, involve the movement of the
divalent cation in opposite directions with regard to the
electric field of the membrane. Thus, we expect hyper-
polarization to increase the permeation rate constant
but decrease the dissociation rate constant. The shape
of the I/V curve will reflect the voltage dependence of
Ca21/Mg21 occupancy in the pore, and can be used to
estimate the magnitudes of the dissociation and perme-
ation rate constants independently. First we consider
the Q-Q sub level pore.
Figures 5A and 5B show that the I/V curve of the Q-Q
sub level flattens (shows a small amount of outward
rectification) in the presence of Ca21 or Mg21 at concen-
trations near the Km values. We interpret this to indicate
that a modest hyperpolarization increases the equilib-
rium occupancy of the divalent cation in the pore, and
that further hyperpolarization reduces this occupancy.
Note that Mg21 appears to flatten the I/V curve over a
greater voltage range than Ca21.
As a firstapproximation, we use the standard 2 barrier,
1 well formalism (see Hille, 1992) to quantify the effectsFigure 4. Analysis of Q-Q Receptor Noise in the Presence of Ca21
and Mg21 of Ca21 (or Mg21) binding on the rates of Model 1:
(A) Example currents in 4.8 mM Ca21. The upper trace is the idealiza-
tion using the segmental k-means method. kV1Ca5kO1Cae2dV/12.5
(B) Example currents in 26.3 mM Mg21.
(C) Spectral analysis of current noise of Q-Q receptors (-80 mV, 50 kV2Ca5kO2CaedV/12.5 (7)
mM NMDA 1 10 mM glycine, 4.8mM Ca21). The 10 MV trace simulates
kVpCa5kOpCae2(0.5±d)V/12.5a white noise source. Inset: there is little excess noise in divalent-
cation free solution.
(D and E) Difference spectra (sublevel minus baseline) with fitted where 2d is the position of the ion binding site expressed
Lorenzians at 4.8 mM [Ca21] or 26 mM [Mg21]. fc is the half-power as a fraction of the electric field, kV is the rate constant at
frequency. voltage V, and k0 is the rate constant at zero membrane
(F and G) fc versus [Ca21] or [Mg21]. According to Equation 6, the potential. This analysis assumes that the barriers areslope of the solid lines is the association rate constant (Table 3)
symmetric, i.e. halfway between the bulk solutions andand the ordinate is the sum of the dissociation and permeation rate
the ion binding site. With voltage dependent formula-constants (28,516 s21 in Ca21 and 28,217 s21 in Mg21). From these
values we estimate that Km 5 4.5 mM for Ca21 and 19.7 mM for Mg21. tions for the rate constants, we can define Km as a func-
tion of voltage (Equation 2), and fit the I/V curve using
Equation 3. The limiting conductances (Dg and gCa) were
We measured fc as a function of [Ca21] and [Mg21] for constrained to be the values shown in Table 2. The
the Q-Q sub level noise. Figures 4F and 4G show that association rate constant (k1Ca) and the sum (k-Ca1
for both ions, fc increases linearly with increasing con- kpCa) were constrained from the slopes and ordinal inter-
centration, as predicted by Equation 6. From the slopes, cepts of the fc versus concentration curves at 280 mV
we estimate that at 280 mV k1Ca 5 6.3 6 0.4 3 109 (Figure 4). This left only two free parameters in Equation
M21s21 and k1Mg 5 1.4 6 0.2 3 109M21s21. The Kms, 3 that needed to be estimated: k-Ca (or kpCa), and d. The
computed from the ratio of the slopes and the ordinal results of fitting the I/V curves for the Q-Q sub level in
intercepts, 4.5 mM for Ca21 and 19.7 mM for Mg21, were the presence of 4.8 mM Ca21, or in the presence of 26
in agreement with the values obtained from the mean mM Mg21, are shown as solid lines in Figures 5A and
amplitude measurements (Table 2). 5B, respectively. The estimates of the rate constants of
From the measurements of amplitudes and noise fc Model 1 are given in Table 3. The I/V curve in the pres-
values, we draw the following conclusions about the ence of Ca21 is optimally described if, at 280 mV,
kinetics of Ca21 and Mg21 binding to the Q-Q sub level k-Ca 5 7568 s21 and 2d 5 0.14. The I/V curve in the
pore. Ca21 binds to the Q-Q sub level receptor pore presence of Mg21 is optimally described if k-Mg 5 20,070
very rapidly, about four times faster than Mg21. From s21 and 2d 5 0.28. The rate constants indicate that most
Equation 2, we can compute the sum of the dissociation of the Ca21 that binds will permeate, but most of the
(to the extracellular solution) and permeation rate con- Mg21 that binds returns to the extracellular solution. The
stants to get an aggregate rate at which Ca21 and Mg21 more pronounced flattening of the I/V curve in Mg21
exit the pore. The inverse of this rate is the residence compared with Ca21 is consistent with the rate con-
stants: the slower permeation rate of Mg21 requires thattime of the ion in the Q-Q sub level pore. We estimate
Neuron
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Table 3. Rate Constants for Ca21 and Mg21 Interactions with the
Vestibule Site of the NMDA Receptor Pore
Q-Q
Q-Q Sub Main N-N Main(HA) N-N Main (LA)
Ca21 k1 6.3 3 109
k2 7.6 3 103 3.1 3 105 2.0 3 103 1.4 3 106
kp 2.1 3 104 8.3 3 105 5.5 3 103 3.9 3 106
2d 0.14 0.22 Ð 0.18
Mg21 k1 1.4 3 109 1.4 3 109 Ð Ð
k2 2.0 3 104 9.5 3 104 Ð Ð
kp 8.0 3 103 3.4 3 104 Ð Ð
2d 0.28 0.06 Ð Ð
All values are in s21 except k1, which is M1s1. Mg21 interactions with
the vestibule site of N-N receptors could not be measured because
of channel block at a deep binding site. The membrane potential
was 280 mV.
This site has an affinity for Ca21 of 4±5 mM. Ca21 remains
bound to the site an average of (k-Ca 1 kpCa)21 5 35 ms.
When Ca21 is bound, the conductance of the channel
is reduced by 93%. When Ca21 escapes from this site,
z75% of the time it will permeate the channel, and
z25% of the time it will return to the extracellular solu-
tion. Mg21 binds to the Q-Q sub level pore at a position
that is z0.28 through the electric field of the membrane
and has an affinity for Mg21 of 23 mM. It remains there
on the average for (k2mg 1 kpMg)21 5 35 ms. When Mg21
escapes from this site, z28% of the time it will permeate
the channel, and z72% of the time it will return to the
extracellular solution.Figure 5. Current-Voltage Relationships of N-N and Q-Q Receptors
in the Presence of [Ca21] and [Mg21]
Free EnergiesThe solid symbols are the relationship in pure 0.1M NaCl (Ca21/
At 238C, a rate constant (k) can be approximately recastMg21-free solutions), and the open symbols are at the indicated
Ca21 or Mg21 concentration. as an activation free energy (DG³, in kT units) by the
(A and B) Current±voltage relationships of the Q-Q sub level. The relationship:
outward rectification is more pronounced in Mg21 compared with
Ca21, because the permeation rate constant for this cation is slower
DG³529.4-ln (k) (8)and more voltage is required to relieve the block. The solid lines
are computed from the rates shown in Table 3.
From the rate constants in Table 3, we can compute the(C and D) Current±voltage relationships of the Q-Q main level. The
solid lines were fitted by Equation 10 with only the well depth (DGW) magnitudes of the barriers (DGB1 and DGB2) and the well
and positional term (d) as free parameters. (DGW) of Model 1. The results are shown in Table 4
(E) Current±voltage relationship of the N-N main level. In 1 mM Ca21 and Figure 6A. The most significant difference between
(activity 5 575 mM) DGW 5 -7.5 kT and 2d 5 0.12, and in 400 mM
these profiles is that the energy barrier for Mg21 perme-Ca21 (activity 5 270 mM; curve not shown) DGW 5 -7.7 kT and 2d 5
ation is 3.5 kT (2.1 kcal/mol) higher than it is for Ca21.0.19. In all receptors, the curvature in the I/V curves can be ac-
counted for by the transient residence of Ca21 or Mg21 at a site that
is 0.15±0.2 through the electric field of the membrane. Extrapolation to the Q-Q Main Level
So far, the rate constant estimates have pertained only
to the Q-Q sub level pore. We could not detect a rolloff
more voltage be applied to raise this value enough re- in the spectrum of the Q-Q main and N-N main level
duce Mg21 occupancy in the pore.
The Mg21 binding site in N-N receptors is z0.65
Table 4. Free Energies of Ca21 and Mg21 Permeation in Q-Qthrough the electric field of the membrane. We fit the
Receptors
Q-Q sub level I/V curve in 26 mM Mg21, assuming this
Q-Q Sub Q-Q Mainposition for the binding site, but allowing the barriers to
be asymmetrically located. The optimal fit was with the Ca21 DGB1 16.8 16.8
first barrier outside the field (d 5 0) and the second DGW 213.6 29.9
DGB2 15.8 15.8barrier at at d 5 0.75. However, this fit was significantly
Mg21 DGB1 18.3 18.3worse than the simpler case which we assumed sym-
DGw 211.0 29.6metric barriers (x2 5 0.08 versus 0.04).
DGB2 19.3 19.3From the amplitude, noise, and I/V analyses, we draw
DGB1 is the free energy of the entry barrier. DGW is the free energythe following conclusions regarding the Q-Q sub level
of the binding site well, and DGB2 is the free energy of the barrierpore (-80 mV; Table 3). Ca21 readily binds to a site that
to permeation. All values are in kT units.
is z0.14, through the electric field of the membrane.
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According to this assumption, the heights of the barriers,
and the position of the well, are the same in the main
and sub level states of the pore. The free energy of the
well can nowbe computed from the observed Km values:
DGW 5 ln [Km/(11e(DGB1-DGB2)] (9)
For Ca21 binding to the Q-Q main level, Km 5 181 mM
and from Equation 9, we calculate that DGW 5 29.9 kT
(all values pertain to 280 mV). The calculated dissocia-
tion and permeation rate constants for the Q-Q main
level pore are shown in Table 3. The rate constants
predict that that Ca21 remains in the Q-Q main level pore
for less than 1 ms, and from Equation 6, the fc value of the
excess main level open channel noise in the presence of
181 mM Ca21 should be 363 kHz. This is consistent with
the observation that the rolloff in the excess noise spec-
trum of the Q-Q main level is beyond our temporal reso-
lution.
We also fit the I/V curve for the Q-Q main level to gain
a second estimate of the free energy (and the position)
of the Ca21 binding site. Combining Equation 3 and
Equation 9 yields:
I5V[Dg/(11[Ca21](11eDGB12DGB220.04V)/ eDGW1dV/6.25)1 gCa](10)Figure 6. Mechanisms of Ca21 Permeation and Block of NMDA Re-
ceptors
Figure 5C shows the Q-Q main state I/V in 1 mM Ca21(A) Free energy diagram of Ca21 and Mg21 permeation through the
fitted by Equation 10, with only DGW and d as free param-Q-Q receptors sub level. The free energies are derived from the rate
constants shown in Table 3. The barrier to permeation is much larger eters. The optimal values were (at 280 mV) DGW 5 -9.85
for Mg21 compared with Ca21. kT (that translates to a Km of 195 mM) and 2d 5 0.22.
(B) Schematic representation of electrostatic block by Ca21 of Q-Q These values are in excellent agreement with those ob-
sub level and N-N (wild-type) pores. Filled circles are Na1, open tained from an analysis of the amplitude versus [Ca21]
circles are Ca21. Ca21 binds to an external site (Km 5 5 mM) that is curve (Km 5 181 mM and 2d 5 0.14), and support thenot in series with the permeation pathway to change the surface
assumption that only the well depth is different betweenpotential (by 167 mV) to thereby reduce the local [Na1] and the
the Q-Q main and sub level structures.conductance. When Ca21 dissociates, it usually (p 5 0.75) joins the
Na1 traffic to permeate the channel. In wild-type channels there are With regard to interactions of Mg21 with the Q-Q main
two Ca21 binding sites. Occupation of the high affinity (Km 5 1.2 level pore, with Equation 9 we estimate that DGW 5 29.6
mM) site only changes the surface potential by 16 mV. Occupation kT. The corresponding rate constants (Table 3) predict
of the low affinity site (Km5 855 mM) changes the surface potential that the residence time of Mg21 in the Q-Q main pore
by an additional 136 mV. Ca21 dissociates from the low affinity site
is z8 ms, and that the rolloff in the open channel noisesufficiently rapidly so that at very high [Ca21] almost all of the current
spectrum of the Q-Q main state in the presence of 26through the wild-type pore is Ca21. Mg21 (square) blocks the N-N
mM Mg21 is at 26 kHz. This is consistent with our obser-pore at a site that is z0.65 through the electric field.
(C) Single-channel currents recorded from Q-Q receptors (50 mM vation that the rolloff in the spectrum of the excess noise
NMDA 1 10 mM glycine, 2100 mV, 2 mM extracellular Ca21, in the of the Q-Q main state under these conditions is just
presence of either 100 or 200 mM extracellular Na1. Doubling the beyond the resolution limit of our instrumentation. Fig-
[Na1] approximately doubles both the main and sub level ampli- ure 5D shows the fitted I/V curve with the optimal values
tudes. When the [Ca21] binding site is occupied, the current through
DGW 5 -9.4 kT and 2d 5 0.06, which again agree withboth the sub and main levels is mainly carried by Na1 .
the values computed from amplitude versus [Ca21] mea-
surements.
These results provide evidence that the position of
noise with Ca21 or Mg21. We speculate that one or more the high affinity Ca21 and Mg21 binding site in the Q-Q
of the binding and permeation rate constants is too fast main level is approximately the same as in the sub level
for the residence of the ion to be resolved, even as state of pore (0.1±0.2 through the electric field), and that
noise. The lack of a clear rolloff in the noise meant the assumption that the difference between main and
that we could not estimate binding and permeation rate sub levels of Q-Q receptors arises only from a change
constants for the Q-Q and N-N main levels from the in the depth of the binding site well is valid. We estimate
amplitude versus [Ca21] and I/V curves. In this section, that the difference in free energy of the binding site
we attempt to extrapolate the results obtained from between main and sub states is 23.7 kT for Ca21, and
noise analysis of Q-Q sub level pore to the properties 21.4 kT for Mg21.
of the Q-Q main level.
For this analysis we make an assumption: the differ- Extrapolation to the N-N Main Level
ence in Ca21 and Mg21 binding properties between main To investigate the selectivity properties of the N-N main
and sub level pore structures arises exclusively from a state, as a first approximation we make the same as-
sumption as we did in the analysis of the Q-Q maindifference in the free energy of the ion binding site well.
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Table 5. Ca21 Currents through N-N and Q-Q Receptors at 280 mVstate: the entry and exit barriers to the Ca21 binding site
are the same as in the Q-Q sub level. The change in Q-Q Sub Q-Q Main N-N Main
QRN residues makes this assumption more speculative
Maximum Ca21 current (pA) 0.007 0.28 1.3
than with the sub-to-main state extrapolation in Q-Q Ca21 current in 1 mM Ca21 (pA) 0.007 0.21 0.5
receptors. Total current in 1 mM Ca21 (pA) 0.38 2.6 3.8
The titration of current amplitude versus Ca21 shows Ca21 current, as percent of total 1.8 8.0 13
that there are two binding sites (Figure 2 and Table 2),
From Table 1 in Butler (1968), in 1 mM [Ca21], 0.1 M NaCl, the Ca21
so we must estimate (using Equation 9) the free energies activity is 575 mM. The Ca21 currents were calculated using this
of two wells for the N-N main state. For the high affinity value by Equation 11, according to the permeation rate constants
shown in Table 3 and the Km values shown in Table 2. The totalCa21 binding site (Km 5 1.2 mM), we calculate DGW,HA 5
currents were calculated by Equation 3 (Q-Q receptors) or 4 (N-N214.9 kT, and for the low affinity site (Km 5 855 mM),
receptors) using the values given in Table 2.DGW,LA 5 28.4 kT. The binding and permeation rate con-
stants computed from these DG values are shown in
Table 3.
of the Q-Q main and sub level currents, in the presenceWe also fit the N-N main state I/V to Equation 10 to
of 2 mM Ca21, as a function of the extracellular [Na1]. Thegain additional estimates DGW and d (Figure 5E). The
results areshown inFigure 6C. The current amplitudes ofresults (solid lines) were that DGW 5 27.7 kT (2d 5 .18)
both the sub and main levels approximately doublein the presence of 400 mM Ca21 and DGW 5 27.5 (2d 5
when [Na1] is increased from 100 to 200 mM, even.12) in the presence of 1 mM Ca21. These well depths
though under the experimental conditions, the Q-Q subpredict a Km of z1.8 mM, which is z2 times greater than
level and Q-Q main level binding sites are occupied bythe Km determined from the conductance versus [Ca21]
Ca21 with a high probability (>0.99 and 0.92, respec-curve. This discrepancy may arise from differences in
tively). The increases in current at high [Na1] in the pres-the entry and exit barriers in N-N and Q-Q receptors.
ence of saturating [Ca21] are similar to those predictedThe rate constants for Ca21 binding and permeation to
from the increases in the absence of Ca21 (Table 1). Thisthe N-N main level indicate that at the low affinity site,
experiment supports the suggestion that Na1 ions carryCa21 resides only for z0.2 ms during which time the
most of the current in the Q-Q sub and main levels inconductance is reduced by 18 pS. These values predict
solutions containing high [Ca21].excess noise spectrum fc that is far beyond our resolu-
From the rate constants, we predict that the maximaltion limit.
Ca21 conductance of the Q-Q main level is 3.4 pS, whichThe voltage dependence of Ca21 binding to the low
is z22% of the plateau conductance. The predictedaffinity site suggest that as with Q-Q receptors, in N-N
maximal Ca21 conductance of the N-N main level is 15receptors there is a Ca21 binding site that is near the
pS, which is approximately equal to the plateau conduc-entrance of the pore. We cannot measure the Mg21 bind-
tance. Thus, at very high [Ca21], the rate constants pre-ing characteristics of this site in N-N receptors because
dict that almost all of the current through the N-N mainthese events are obscured by Mg21 block of the channel
pore is carried by Ca21. Jahr and Stevens (1993) reportat a distinct site that is z65% through the electric field.
a conductance of 16 pS for hippocampal NMDA recep-
tors in 130 mM Ca21 (no Na1), which is in excellent
agreement with the conductance we calculate from theComposition of the Plateau Current
In this section, we address the ionic composition of the rate constants.
current through the Q-Q sub, Q-Q main, and N-N main
levels. According toModel 1, the current through a chan- Discussion
nel (I, in amperes) can be computed as the product of
the permeation rate constant and the probability that Summary
We have estimated the rate constants of Ca21 and Mg21the site is occupied by the permeant species, x:
association, dissociation, and permeation through wild-
type and mutant NMDA receptor pores. The central con-I 5 (zF/N)(kp/(11Km/[x]) (11)
clusions of this work with regard to Q-Q receptors are
that there is a high affinity Ca21 binding site near thewhere N is Avogadro's number, z is the charge of the
permeant ion, and F is Faraday's number. From the rate external mouth of the pore; the affinity of this site for
Ca21 is different in main and sub states of the pore;constants given in Table 3, we can calculate the Ca21
current through the NMDA receptor pore in the presence selectivity of the NMDA receptor pore for Ca21 over Mg21
is achieved by a higher association rate constant to thisof an arbitrary concentration of Ca21 in the extracellular
solution. The results for 1 mM Ca21 are shown in Table 5. site and by a higher permeation/dissociation ratio when
the ion escapes from this site; and occupancy of a diva-For the Q-Q sub level, the permeation rate constant
indicates that at 280 mV, the Ca21 conductance with lent cation at this external binding site reduces, but does
not abolish, the Na1 current.saturation of the binding site is 0.1 pS, which is <2% of
the observed plateau conductance at this membrane
potential (Table 2, column gCa). Thus, the rate constants Substates
One striking difference between the wild-type N-N re-lead us to predict that almost all of the current flowing
through the Q-Q sub level pore at high [Ca21] (>>Km) is ceptors and Q-Q receptors is that in the mutant the
open channel shows a clear sub level. In pure Na1, thecarried by Na1, rather than Ca21.
We tested this prediction by examining the amplitude conductance of the sub level is z67% that of the main
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membrane from the extracellular side. There is no indi-Table 6. DG0 of Ion Binding to Q-Q Receptors
cation that in Q-Q receptors the flux of either Ca21 or
Ca21 Mg21 Na1
Mg21 is significantly reduced by any other site in the
Main 29.9 29.6 22.9 pore, as at the site that stops Mg21 at 0.64 through the
Sub 213.6 211.0 22.8 field in N-N receptors. Thus, our data regarding Q-Q
Values are in kT units, and pertain to a membrane potential of 280 receptors are consistent with the rate limiting step to
mV. The values for Na1 were computed from the Km values of Table Ca21 and Mg21 permeation being the interaction of these
1 and equation 9, assuming DGB1 ≈ DGB2. ions with the pore at a location that is near the external
mouth of the pore. In our experiments, a binding site in
a vestibule is supported by the high association rate
level. The sub level pore has an affinity for Ca21 that is constant for these ions to the site, and by the observa-
z35 times greater than the main level (Km 5 5 versus tion that Na1 can pass when Ca21 is bound (see below).
180 mM). Thus, a whole cell analysis of Q-Q receptors Paoletti et al. (1995) have also suggested the presence of
would reflect the average behavior of two distinctly dif- an external divalent cation binding site based on single-
ferent pores. Our experiments have not addressed the channel conductance measurements of outward cur-
mechanism of switching between sub and main levels. rents.
Selectivity Properties of Q-Q Receptors Mechanism of Block
The selectivity of the main and sub level Q-Q receptor When the high affinity Q-Q sub level site is occupied by
pore can be compared. One index of selectivity is affin- Ca21, the current through the channel is greatly reduced.
ity. The free energies (in kT units, at a membrane poten- One feature of the current amplitude versus Ca21 con-
tial of 280 mV) of the ion binding wells of Q-Q receptors centration profile for the Q-Q sub level was that even
are shown in Table 6. In terms of equilibrium binding with the site completely saturated by Ca21, a small but
properties, both the main and the sub level pores measurable current flows through the pore. Similar, but
strongly select divalent over monovalent cations. Ca21 larger, residual currents were observed for the Q-Q and
and Mg21 bind more tightly to the sub level than to the N-N main levels (Figure 2), and for native NMDA recep-
main level, with the sub level pore being particularly tors (Jahr and Stevens, 1993).
Ca21-selective. We considered that this pattern might arise from an
Another index of selectivity is conductance. The ki- anomalous mole fraction effect, in which Ca21 and Na1
netic results (Table 3) indicate that the sub level pore ions are assumed to pass through the pore in single file
in Q-Q receptors is also Ca21-selective with regard to (Almers and McClesky, 1984; Hess and Tsien, 1984).
current. Even though both Ca21 and Mg21 remain bound The slower movement of the 'blocking' ion (Ca21) would
to the main and sub level pores for about the same impede the movement of the more mobile ion (Na1),
length of time, upon dissociation, Ca21 permeates the resulting in a reduction of the current with increasing
channel with a probability of z0.75, while Mg21 does so Ca21. Because of repulsive interactions between the
with a probability of only z0.28. At extracellular concen- ions in the multiple-site pore, the current will increase
trations of 1 mM (activity 5 575 mM), about three times at very high concentrations of the 'blocking' species.
more Ca21 than Mg21 permeates through the Q-Q sub Two observations suggest that this mechanism does
level pore. not account for the block and permeation properties of
Another indication of the selectivity of the Q-Q sub Ca21 in the NMDA receptor pore. First, there is no true
level pore for Ca21 is that the rate constant for Ca21 minimum in the titration of the current amplitude with
association is 4.5 times that of Mg21. The Ca21 associa- [Ca21] with either the Q-Q main level and Q-Q sub level,
tion rate constant is extremely fast, >6 3 109 M21s21 at or the N-N main level. Such a smooth transition between
280 mV. For the sub level pore, Ca21 association does high and low conductance forms of the pore could only
not become rate limiting to Ca21 permeation until the arise from ion interactions in a single file, multi-ion pore
extracellular concentration is z3 mM. For the Q-Q main if the affinity of the pore for the first and subsequent
level pore, this point is reached only at z130 mM Ca21. `blocking' ions were approximately equal. It is unlikely
For the N-N pore, the association rate is rate limiting that the occupancy of a monovalent cation, but not a
above z1.1 mM Ca21(activity 5 620 mM). divalent cation, depends on the Ca21 concentration.
The standard single-filing model also does not readily
Position of the Ion Binding Site account for the composition of the current upon full
For convenience, we have described binding and per- occupancy. At high [Ca21], the current through both N-N
meation of ions by a simple 2 symmetric barrier, 1 well (Table 5) and native receptors (Mayer and Westbrook,
scheme. Attempts to fit the I/V curves to more complex 1987; Jahr and Stevens, 1993; Schneggenberger et al.,
models with more and/or asymmetric barriers were not 1993) is z10% of the total, indicating that 18 Na1 pass
successful. If additional barriers to permeation are not though the pore for each Ca21 that permeates. With
insignificant, our measurements might reflect ion move- Q-Q receptors, Na1 constitutes almost all of the current
ment over a distributed structure, and the properties both in the presence of a saturating [Ca21] (>400 times
the divalent cation binding 'site' would be blurred with the Km), and we estimate that under these conditions
regard to both position and free energy. the Na1/Ca21 ratio of thecurrent is>99. Our data suggest
Analyses of I/V plots indicate that theaverage position that Na1 can permeate the NMDA receptor pore even
of the Ca21 binding site is superficial in both main and when that pore has bound Ca21, and that this Ca21, too,
can permeate.sub level pores, z0.2 through the electric field of the
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This conclusion leads us to speculate that the reduc- solution. Under physiological conditions, Ca21 consti-
tutes z 2% of the total current through the Q-Q subtion in conductance upon binding Ca21 is via an electro-
static mechanism: the addition of two positive charges level pore.
In the Q-Q main level pore, Ca21 binds less tightlyupon bindingCa21 increases the surface potential, low-
ers the local concentration of Na1, and thereby reduces (mean residence time z1 ms, or z30 times shorter than
in the sub level). At 1 mM Ca21, the vestibule site isthe apparent channel conductance. The change in sur-
face potential upon binding Ca21 (Dc) can be calculated occupied with a high probability (p 5 0.76). Ca21 binding
from the ratio of the conductances: changes the surface potential of the Q-Q main level
receptor by 150 mV, causing the local concentration
DC5(2kT/zF) ln (gCa/g0) Na1 to drop, and thus lowering the Na1 current. Again,
most of the Ca21 that dissociates from the vestibule
where g0 and gCa are given in Table 2, kT/F 5 25 mV site permeates, and Ca21 constitutes z8% of the total
under our experimental conditions, and z 5 11 when current through the Q-Q main state pore. In whole cell
Na1 is the current carrier. Accordingly, we estimate that measurements of Q-Q receptors, the fractional current
the binding of a Ca21 changes the surface potential by carried by Ca21 (Table 5) would be the average of the
167 mV (Q-Q sub level), 147 mV (Q-Q main level), 16 Q-Q sub and main levels, i.e. z5%. For Q-Q receptors,
mV (N-N main level, high affinity site), and 136 mV (N-N the interactionsof Mg21 with the vestibule site are similar
main level, low affinity site). The very high association to those of Ca21, with the exceptions that the Mg21
rate constant for both Ca21 and Mg21 suggests that association rate constant z4.5 times slower, and that
there may be a negative surface potential in unoccupied upon dissociation, Mg21 usually returns to the extracel-
receptors, which would impart divalent cation selectivity lular solution, rather than the permeation pathway.
to the pore (but see Zarei and Dani, 1994). With the Ca21 interacts with N-N receptors at both a high and
above equation, we estimate that a 280 mV surface a low affinity site. The interaction of Ca21 with the low
potential in a receptor without a bound Ca21 would in- affinity site is weak, and Ca21 remains bound for only
crease the association rate constant for Ca21 600-fold, 0.2 mS. During that time, 135 mV isadded to thenegative
but only 25-fold for Na1. surface potential and the local Na1 concentration drops
As described in Hille (1992), the effective distance z4-fold. At physiological concentrations of Ca21, the
over which a surface potential (in mV) concentrates Na1 N-N low affinity vestibule site is occupied about half of
(r, in A) can be estimated assuming the charge is on a the time. We estimate that at an extracellular concentra-
plane of low dielectric (i.e., the protein) and is in contact tion of 1 mM, Ca21 constitutes z14% of the total current
with the solution by solving: through the N-N receptor. This value is in the range of
other estimates of the fractional Ca21 current through
DC5360(e2r/d)/r native NMDA receptors (12.2 %: Mayer and Westbrook,
1987; 10%: Jahr and Stevens, 1993; 6.5%: Schneggen-
where d is the Debye length in AÊ . Assuming d 5 8AÊ , berger et al., 1995).
then we calculate that r 5 5.1 AÊ for the Q-Q sub level. Our results are consistent with whole cell experiments
The geometry and chemistry of a vestibule of a channel that show an increased Mg21 permeability in receptors
may result in an ionic strength and salient Debye length having a Q in M2 (Ruppersberg et al., 1993; Burnashev
that is different from that of the bulk solution (depending et al.,1992b; Mori etal., 1992). In N-N receptors, because
mainly on the disposition of anions). However, the calcu- of the long residence of Mg21 at the deeper binding site,
lated dimension is reasonable and is consistent with the we were not able to measure either the equilibrium or
hypothesis that hydrated Na1 can permeate when a kinetic properties of Mg21 binding to the vestibule site.
Ca21 is bound. We note that in N-N receptors, the Mg21 association
rate to the deep site is z100 times slower than to the
superficial site of the Q-Q pore. This observation is con-Physical Model
Our results are consistent with previous studies of the sistent with the hypothesis that most of the Mg21 that
binds to the external site returns to the extracellularNMDA receptor that demonstrate a Mg21 binding site
in the pore at z 0.65 through the electric field (Johnson solution, rather than entering the permeation pathway.
The results suggest that there is a divalent cationand Ascher, 1990). In addition, we have identified a su-
perficial, high affinity divalent cation binding site that is binding site at the juncture of the vestibule and the
mouth of the pore, i.e. in a similar position to a threoninez0.2 though the electric field of the membrane (from
the external solution). The following descriptions pertain residue inShaker K1 channels, that influences tetraethy-
ammonium and divalent cation binding (MacKinnon andto physiological conditions (1 mM Ca21, 280 mV, 100
mM Na1), and are illustrated schematically in Figure 6B. Yellen, 1990). We propose that thepresence of a divalent
metal cation in the vestibule of NMDA receptors makesA negative surface potential near the vestibule site
may increase the local concentration of Na1 and Ca21. the surface potential more positive and reduces the
channel current via an electrostatic block. Thus, theCa21 binds to the Q-Q sub level site with a rate constant
of z6 3 109 M21s21 (on average, once every 0.3 ms) to NMDA receptor can be considered to be a metalloen-
zyme, in that the binding of a metal ligand at the activechange the local potential by z170 mV. Ca21 remains
bound for z35 mS; thus, the site is virtually always occu- site influences the rate of catalysis. The conductance
of other types of channels may be regulated by mecha-pied by Ca21. Na1 ions continue to enter the NMDA
receptor channel when Ca21 is bound, but at a greatly nisms that are similar to those that we propose for the
reduction in NMDA receptor conductance upon bindingreduced rate. When Ca21 dissociates from the site, it
usually (p 5 0.75) joins the Na1 traffic and continues Ca21, for example, in ATP-activated channels of pheo-
chromocytoma cells (by Ca21; Nakazawa and Hess,through the pore rather than return to the extracellular
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Amplitude and Kinetic Analysis1993), in cyclic nucleotide-gated channels (by protons;
For analysis of amplitudes and interval durations, data were filteredRoot and MacKinnon, 1994) or in cardiac sodium chan-
at 10 kHz (-3db frequency with an 8-pole low-pass Bessel filter) andnels (by Zn21; Schild and Moczydlowski, 1994). Although
digitized at 20 kHz. Segments (typically 5 s in duration) were anal-
the properties of the vestible site in native NMDA recep- yzed for amplitude and kinetic properties, using hidden Markov
tors have not been fully quantified, we suspect that model methods (Chung et al., 1990). First, a kinetic model was
chosen for the idealization of the currents. N-N receptors appearedmolecular events in the pore similar to those we have
to have one main open channel current amplitude, and both briefdescribed for recombinant receptors impart Ca21-selec-
and long-lived closed intervals. For these receptors, the model fortivity to the NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic current.
idealization was C1-O1-C2. Q-Q receptors appeared to have both a
main and sub current level, and both brief and long-lived closed
Experimental Procedures intervals. For these receptors, the model for idealization was as
with N-N receptors, with the addition of a sub level state that was
Experimental Preparation connected to all other states. The initial estimates of the mean and
The wild-type and mutant mouse cDNAs of the z1 and e2 NMDA standard deviation of the current amplitude for each state of the
receptor subunits were thegenerous gift of Prof. Masayoshi Mishina, model was determined by computing these values for a segment
Kyoto University. RNA was prepared by standard methods and was of the current record that appeared (by eye) to correspond with the
pressure injected into Xenopus laevis oocytes through needles state. The starting values for the rate constants of the model were
pulled from glass capillary tubes (Drummond) that had a tip size of all 1000 s21.
40±50 mm. Collection and injection of oocytes, were carried out With the starting parameters of the model, the most likely state
according to the method of Methfessel et al. (1986). One day after sequence was estimated via the Viterbi algorithm. The current ampli-
the collection of the oocytes 50 nl of equimolar concentrations (1 tude and standard deviation of each state of the model, and the
mg/ml) of wild- type (z1±598N/e2±589N) or mutant (z1-N598Q/e2- rate constants connecting the states, were reestimated from this
N589Q) subunits were injected. The oocytes were stored in a 48 optimal state sequence. This procedure was repeated until conver-
well plate at 188C in a solution containing: 50% glutamine-free gence, which was typically within 2 or 3 iterations. This approach,
L-15 medium, Na1 pyruvate 2.5 mM, HEPES, 10 mM, APV 200 mM, called the segmental k-means algorithm, will be described in detail
gentamycin 50 mg/ml, pH adjusted to 7.4. Oocytes were used be- elsewhere (Qin et al., 1996). The current amplitudes reported in the
tween 4 and 20 days after injection. Before the experiments, the text were obtained directly by this method.As a check, theamplitude
oocyte was exposed to hypertonic solution that contained (in distribution computed from the model parameters was superim-
mM):Kgluconate 200, MgCl2 2, EGTA 10, HEPES 10, pH adjusted to posed on an all-points amplitude histogram of the data (Figures 1
7.4. The vitilline layer was removed from the oocyte and transferred and 2). Curve fitting of mean amplitude versus Ca21 profiles, noise
to a recording chamber. The patch pipettes were made from glass spectra, and I/V curves was done with the program NFIT.
capillaries (Drummond, Microcaps), coated with sylgard (Dow Corn-
ing) and filled with a solution that contained 100 mM Na gluconate, Noise Analysis
10 mM NaCl, 10 mM BAPTA, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM K2ATP, 0.25 mM For noise analysis, the digitized current record (94.4 kHz sampling
GTP, pH adjusted to 7.3. The electrodes had a resistance of 10±15 frequency) was transferred from the recorder to a PC computer
(Instrutech VR-111 digital interface). The currents were digitally fil-MV. All the current recordings were made using excised outside
tered at fc 5 2 kHz (zero delay Gaussian low pass filter, -3db fre-out patches.
quency) and were idealized with the segmental k-means algorithm,
as described above. Segments of current that corresponded to eachExtracellular Solutions
state of the model were selected for spectral analysis. Only seg-The Ca21/Mg21-free extracellular solution contained (ultra pure
ments longer than 138 samples (1.518 ms) were selected. The spec-salts): 100 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 5 mM HEPES, 5 or 1.5 mM EGTA
trum of each segment (no digital filtering) was computed with a 128pH adjusted with NaOH to 7.3. Desired calcium concentrations were
point fast Fourier transform (FFT). The first and last five samples ofachieved by adding CaCl2 to an extracellular solution that contained
each segment were discarded to avoid edge effects. For each state1.5 mM EGTA. Magnesium concentrations were achieved by adding
of the model, up to 200 spectra were averaged. Difference spectraMgCl2 to an extracellular solution that contained 1.5 mM EDTA. The
were computed by subtracting the averaged baseline spectrum,computer program MAXC was used to estimate the activities for
and were fitted by a Lorentzian function, S(f) 5 S0/(11(f/fc)2), wherelow concentrations of calcium and magnesium. Similar results were
S(f) is the power at frequency f.obtained with the computer program developed by Fabiato (1988).
The frequency response of the system was tested by connectingA table from Butler (1968) was used to estimate the activities for
the input of the headstage amplifier to ground via a 10 MV resistor toCa21 concentrations above 100 mM (a concentration of 1 mM corre-
generate pseudo-white noise. Spectral analysis of currents digitizedsponds to an activity of 575 mM). All divalent cation concentrations
directly andthrough the digital data recorder showed that the Instru-shown in the Figures, and the Km values reported in the Tables, are
tech VR-10B introduced a rolloff in the spectrum of this noise withactivities. Receptors were activated by 25 or 50 mM NMDA plus 10
fc z23 kHz.mM glycine. Ultrapure NaCl, KCl, and CaCl2 and NaOH were obtained
from Johnson Matthey, MA. NMDA, glycine, APV and all other salts
Acknowledgmentsused in this study were obtained from Sigma.
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